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Similarity-based Web Element Localization for Robust Test
Automation
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ROBERT FELDT, SERL, Blekinge Institute of Technology and Chalmers University of Technology, Sweden

MAURIZIO LEOTTA and FILIPPO RICCA, DIBRIS, Università di Genova, Italy

Non-robust (fragile) test execution is a commonly reported challenge in GUI-based test automation, despite
much research and several proposed solutions. A test script needs to be resilient to (minor) changes in the
tested application but, at the same time, fail when detecting potential issues that require investigation. Test
script fragility is a multi-faceted problem. However, one crucial challenge is how to reliably identify and locate
the correct target web elements when the website evolves between releases or otherwise fail and report an
issue. This article proposes and evaluates a novel approach called similarity-based web element localization
(Similo), which leverages information from multiple web element locator parameters to identify a target
element using a weighted similarity score. This experimental study compares Similo to a baseline approach
for web element localization. To get an extensive empirical basis, we target 48 of the most popular websites on
the Internet in our evaluation. Robustness is considered by counting the number of web elements found in a
recent website version compared to how many of these existed in an older version. Results of the experiment
show that Similo outperforms the baseline; it failed to locate the correct target web element in 91 out of
801 considered cases (i.e., 11%) compared to 214 failed cases (i.e., 27%) for the baseline approach. The time
efficiency of Similo was also considered, where the average time to locate a web element was determined
to be 4 milliseconds. However, since the cost of web interactions (e.g., a click) is typically on the order of
hundreds of milliseconds, the additional computational demands of Similo can be considered negligible. This
study presents evidence that quantifying the similarity between multiple attributes of web elements when
trying to locate them, as in our proposed Similo approach, is beneficial. With acceptable efficiency, Similo
gives significantly higher effectiveness (i.e., robustness) than the baseline web element localization approach.
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and validation; Software defect analysis; Software testing and debugging;
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1 INTRODUCTION

Software testing is vital to ensure a software application’s quality, but it is also time-consuming
and costly in practice [18, 20]. Still, numerous reports highlight test automation’s efficiency and
ability to lower costs while ensuring high quality of the released application [1, 6, 41].

Although automated testing has been proposed for different types of testing, one of its main
application areas in practice is in automated regression testing. Automated regression testing is
a way for testers to ensure each software release’s quality. Typically, on higher levels of system
abstraction, e.g., the Graphical User Interface (GUI) level, it involves creating a suite of test
scripts that emulate user scenarios while checking, using oracles, that the application behaves cor-
rectly [33, 34]. However, it is natural that new software releases contain changes that can then
break the automated regression tests. This necessitates test suite maintenance, which incurs ad-
ditional effort and costs to repair the test scripts to ensure the test suite remains up-to-date. This
maintenance cost is especially high when testing an application through its GUI, since it frequently
changes between releases [5, 14, 55]. Additionally, these tests are affected both by visual changes
to the GUI and by changes to its underlying logic and application under test (AUT) architecture.
GUIs are also primarily designed for humans; i.e., they are not designed for machine-to-machine
communication, which presents additional challenges for automation, e.g., synchronization be-
tween scripts and the AUT, which are not as prominent in lower-level test techniques such as
unit-testing [41].

There are several different techniques for automated testing of a GUI application [3], but one of
the most commonly used approaches in practice when testing websites (i.e., web applications) is to
use the Document Object Model (DOM) [44]. Although DOM-based approaches are specific to
websites, similar approaches can be found for testing GUI-based desktop and mobile applications,
for which meta-information about GUI elements can be accessed via the operating system or GUI
library used by the application. In a DOM-based approach, GUI web elements (buttons, anchors,
text fields, labels, etc.) are located using DOM properties, which include web element attributes, ele-
ment text, unique IDs, XPaths [51], and CSS selectors [43]. DOM properties are, however, sensitive
to changes in the GUI of the website, which affect the robustness of the automated test execution
as the website evolves from release to release. This observation is often referenced as (test) script

fragility (i.e., a lack of robustness) and frequently reported as a challenge by researchers [4, 7, 19,
26, 34, 35, 37, 57], resulting in increased test maintenance, costs, and lower AUT quality.

Naturally, significant changes to the website under test should cause test execution to break since
the cause of such test failures may indicate a defect that needs to be addressed. However, minor
changes might also break the test execution, even though a manual tester might have considered
the test execution to succeed. Such minor changes that cause automated test execution failures
are thereby a source of unnecessary debugging and maintenance work, especially since the test
execution may seem to break for no apparent reason, e.g., when the change is small and difficult to
recognize for the human user. This phenomenon of tests unpredictably failing has, as mentioned
in the literature, been summarized as GUI tests being fragile/lacking robustness to AUT changes
[15, 39].

There have been many attempts to address the fragility problem in the past two decades [2, 12, 15,
31, 32, 53, 59]. Several approaches try to limit the fragility problem by trying to build robust locators
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(e.g., [31]), i.e., locators capable of identifying the correct element even if the page has changed.
One of the more recent attempts, proposed by Leotta et al., is to use multiple locators, instead
of just one locator, to identify a web element [30] in a website. The basis of this approach is to
utilize multiple sources of information to triangulate the correct web element. Research has shown
that the multi-locator approach can effectively increase the probability of finding the correct web
element since it is unlikely that all locators used for localization of the web element are changed
simultaneously between two releases of a website.

A web element locator is defined as a method, function, approach, or algorithm that locates
a web element in a webpage given a locator parameter. The locator parameter is defined as a
tuple that consists of a name and a value that the locator can use when locating one or more web
element(s). Common types of single-locators use an XPath (path expression) or CSS expression as
a parameter but could also use the tag name or a web element attribute, e.g., ID, name, or class
name. XPath locators select one or more nodes in an HTML DOM-tree when provided with a path
expression as a locator parameter.

For this work, we refer to these first-level locators as single-locators to avoid confusing it with
multi-locators. A multi-locator (ML) approach (e.g., the approach proposed by Leotta et al.) uses
more than one single-locator when localizing one or more web element(s) to increase the chance
of finding the correct web element(s). Since we refer to Leotta et al.’s approach frequently in the
article, we will refer to it as Leotta’s Multi-Locator (LML) to distinguish it from the more general
concept of ML. The LML approach is also our selected baseline (see Section 4.2) that we compare
with Similo.

To support the reasoning that using multiple sources of information improves the effectiveness
of web element localization, Leotta et al. showed in their study [30] that the LML approach could
reduce the number of failed localization attempts of existing web elements in six websites, from
12% down to 8%. In their study, they explicitly looked at failures caused by modifications to, or
rearrangement of, the GUI’s layout, look and feel, or DOM structure. While the LML approach
resulted in an impressive 30% reduction of failed localization attempts, manually repairing locators
due to technical limitations in the localization technique is still associated with considerable effort
(i.e., cost) and warrants continued research.

This article proposes a novel approach to web element localization for websites realized in a
locator approach that we call similarity-based web element localization (in short, Similo). Like the
LML approach, Similo takes advantage of information from multiple sources. Similo is not, by def-
inition, a multi-locator since it does not use the result gathered from a selection of single-locators
like the LML approach. Instead, Similo quantifies the similarity between multiple attributes (loca-
tor parameters) of each candidate web element (i.e., possible candidates) and the target element
(i.e., the element with the desired locator parameters) to identify the candidate element with the
highest similarity to the target element, i.e., the candidate element with the highest probability
of being the correct match for the target element. The Similo approach makes it possible to take
advantage of any locator parameters regardless if the locator parameters can find a unique match
or not. In comparison, the LML approach can only take advantage of locators that can identify a
candidate web element uniquely. However, since Similo targets the same challenge and returns
the same result, it is natural to compare their performance in an experiment.

In summary, the purpose of Similo is to increase the robustness of locating web elements in a
website by comparing the similarity of web element locator parameters to achieve more stable test
execution of GUI-based tests over time as the website evolves. In the reported study, we compare
our approach with the LML approach (i.e., baseline) in a controlled experiment where we measure
how many web elements could no longer be located between two releases, by either approach,
in 48 websites. Results of the experiment show that Similo outperforms the baseline approach in
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terms of web element localization after website change at reasonable execution times for practical
applications.

The specific contributions of this article are:

• A novel approach for more robust web element localization based on comparison of the
similarity of web element locator parameters.
• An empirical study that shows the effectiveness and time efficiency of the proposed approach

compared to the baseline approach.

This article is structured as follows. Section 2 gives a background of web element locators and
presents the LML approach. Section 3 covers the details of the proposed Similo approach. The
design, research questions, and procedure of the empirical study we conducted are presented in
Section 4. The results are sketched in Section 5 and discussed in Section 6. Section 7 covers some
threats to the validity of this study. We present related work in Section 8 and state conclusions
and future work in Section 9.

A package for replicating the experiment is available for download from [48].

2 LOCATING WEB ELEMENTS

Listing 1 shows an example of a simple test script, implemented in Java using Selenium Web-
Driver [49], which checks the functionality of a contact form in Figure 1. To improve the script’s
readability, we removed all the synchronization code needed to synchronize the script execution
against the website by delaying the script execution to match website events.

1 import org.openqa.selenium.By;

2 import org.openqa.selenium.WebDriver;

3 import org.openqa.selenium.chrome.ChromeDriver;

4 import static org.junit.jupiter.api.Assertions .*;

5 import org.junit.jupiter.api.Test;

7 public class ContactTests{

9 @Test

10 public void sendMessageTest (){

11 System.setProperty("webdriver.chrome.driver", "C:\\...\\ chromedriver.exe");

12 WebDriver webDriver = new ChromeDriver ();

13 webDriver.get("http :// mimicservice.com/traveler");

14 webDriver.findElement(By.linkText("Contact")).click ();

15 String text = webDriver.findElement(By.tagName("H1")).getText ();

16 assertTrue (text.contains("Get In Touch"));

17 webDriver.findElement(By.id("name")).sendKeys("Michel");

18 webDriver.findElement(By.id("email")).sendKeys("michel.nass@bth.se");

19 webDriver.findElement(By.id("subject")).sendKeys("Contact me");

20 webDriver.findElement(By.linkText("Send Message")).click();

21 text = webDriver.findElement(By.tagName("H1")).getText ();

22 assertTrue (text.contains("we will contact you shortly"));

23 webDriver.quit();

24 }

25 }

Listing 1. Sample test script implemented in Java using Selenium WebDriver.

Following is a description of the steps taken by the script in Listing 1. The test script begins by
starting a new Chrome browser and navigating to the website “mimicservice.com/traveler.” Next,
the script clicks on the “Contact” link and verifies that the form’s heading is “Get In Touch.” The
script continues by finding all the web elements that make up the form and fills it in by sending
a text to each input field. Finally, the script clicks the “Send Message” button and checks that the
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Fig. 1. A contact form.

“we will contact you shortly” message appears on the webpage before, finally, closing the browser.
As such, the script evaluates the webpage behavior by assuming that certain labels, i.e., the oracle,
can only be checked if the website is operating correctly.

As can be seen from the test script example, the findElement method in Selenium WebDriver
is used frequently for locating each of the web elements that the test script interacts with. In fact,
the method is used every time an action is performed, a web element retrieved, or the value of a
web element acquired to check (or assert) the AUT’s behavior. The findElement method locates
and returns the first web element that matches the supplied locator parameter. When there is no
match in the current webpage, the findElement method throws a NoSuchElementException that
breaks script execution.

Broken locators occur due to one out of two primary reasons: (1) the web element is no longer
present, or the DOM-structure (or HTML code) of the application has been modified such that the
web element has other properties [15, 23, 30], or (2) the requested web element is not yet available
during runtime of the application (synchronization between application and test runner) [10, 13].
We can address the first problem by deleting the reference to the removed/changed web element
in the test or by updating the locator parameter (By class option) used by the findElement method,
e.g., updating the ID attribute. A tester can correct the second problem in an automated test script
by adding or modifying its synchronization code (generally a wait command, Implicit, Explicit and
Fluent Wait in Selenium WebDriver), i.e., halt the test execution for a more extended time period
to ensure that the locator is available.

Both types of problems are common in practice and also the leading cause of script maintenance
costs [39]. Therefore, to reduce these costs, it is crucial to select locators that are resilient to changes
in the AUT to make them robust.

Figure 2 shows a newer (to the left) and older (to the right) version of the same website (the home-
page of YouTube.com). Some target web elements are marked using colored rectangles in the old
version of the website (to the right). In this article, we refer to the web elements in the older version,
which we are trying to locate in the newer version, as target web elements. All the web elements
in the newer version of the website are referred to as candidate web elements (i.e., the candidates
that might be our target). In the example, each target web element has a corresponding candidate
web element in the newer version of the website (marked with the complementary color).

There are eight different locators available in Selenium WebDriver, designed for finding ele-
ments by ID, name, class, tag, link text, partial link text, XPath, and CSS. We refer to these locators,
individually, as single-locators since they try to locate one or many web elements using only one
locator parameter (e.g., a single XPath expression or “ID” value).

Locating a web element using an absolute XPath is a common use of single-locators. In the
example illustrated by Figure 2, we observe that an absolute XPath extracted from the YouTube
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Fig. 2. Web elements present in both the newer (left) and older (right) versions of the YouTube.com website.
Some of the content is blurred since it could be sensitive or copyrighted.

logo in the older website is likely to work also in the newer version of the website since the GUI
has a similar appearance. However, we cannot guarantee that the absolute XPath needed to locate
the web element is identical among the two versions of the website without looking at the DOM
structure. We also note that the History menu item, marked with a black rectangle, has been moved
from the third item in the older menu to the fifth item in the newer menu. Therefore, it is likely
that the absolute XPath has changed for that web element (since the child index changed, such as,
for example, div[3] to div[5]). Any change in the absolute XPath, used by a single-locator, would
result in a failed localization attempt and a failed test script. Some studies [27] show that absolute
XPath locators are very fragile since they contain the entire specification of how to traverse the
DOM tree, from the root to the target element. However, the other kinds of locators that are more
robust (e.g., the ones based on the ID attribute) can be broken by some web app evolution patterns
(e.g., a modification to the app’s IDs). This happens since they all represent a single point of failure,
even if with a lower associate probability w.r.t. absolute XPath. For this reason, considering multi-
locators can help further reduce the fragility of the web element localization steps.

2.1 Multi-Locator (LML) Approach

Leotta et al. proposed the Multi-Locator (LML) approach [30], which, instead of using a single-
locator, takes advantage of the results from several single-locators and a voting procedure to com-
bine their outputs and improve the accuracy of locating the correct web element across the web-
site’s or app’s evolution. In the worst case, even one working single-locator might be enough to
find the desired web element. This approach is valuable since a more reliable way of locating web
elements improves the robustness of test execution, which, in turn, reduces the need for script
maintenance and thereby cost.

The idea of Leotta et al. is based on the assumption that the various algorithms for the creation of
locators have different strengths and weaknesses; they often exhibit complementary performance.
For this reason, their approach uses a voting decision procedure to aggregate the results of multiple
alternative locators for producing a consolidated locator.

Leotta et al. experimented with four different variants of the voting decision procedure for the
LML approach: (1) unweighted worst order, (2) unweighted best order, (3) weighted, and (4) theo-
retical limit. These variants produce slightly different results. For the unweighted variants (1 and
2), each kind of single-locator is of equal importance (one vote each), and both will only give a
different result when more than one candidate receives the same number of votes (a tie). Each
kind of locator in the weighted variant (3) is assigned a weight based on resilience to change, i.e.,
computed on a corpus of web applications for which successive versions are available. Each vote
is proportional to that weight. The candidate web element with the highest sum of weighted votes
will be selected as the best matching web element. The theoretical limit (4) is a particular case
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Fig. 3. Overview of how to calculate the similarity score between two sets of locator parameters.

where we assume that the approach can pick the correct web element if any single-locator returns
the right web element. As the name suggests, this variant is only possible in theory but is still
something to aim for and compare against since it is guaranteed to perform at least as well as the
other three (i.e., the best absolute performance achievable with the LML approach). In their study,
Leotta et al. confirmed that the weighted LML approach performed better (about 30% fewer broken
locators) than the most robust single-locator included in the experiment (i.e., ROBULA+ [31]), thus
confirming the hypothesis that using multiple sources of information is valuable for web element
localization. As expected, the theoretical limit variant had the best results, with about 16% fewer
broken locators than the weighted variant. We decided to compare our proposed approach against
the theoretical limit variant of the LML approach in our experiment to avoid the possible bias of
selecting or calculating a new set of weights required by the weighted variant.

Even though the LML approach increases the robustness compared to the best of the single-
locators by up to 30% w.r.t. the state-of-the-art solutions, with our further studies we discovered
that, in certain cases, the approach still fails to find a significant number of web elements. As
such, further research is warranted since advances in locating the correct web elements impact
test script robustness and, thereby, maintenance costs.

3 THE SIMILO APPROACH

The similarity-based web element localization (Similo) approach attempts to increase the robust-
ness even further than the LML approach. Similar to the LML approach, Similo tries to take advan-
tage of multiple sources of information instead of just one as a single-locator. When comparing
Similo with the LML approach, Similo can take advantage of locators that pinpoint more than one
web element, unlike LML, which can only be used with locators that can identify one unique web
element. For example, an XPath locator pinpoints an element within the DOM D1 model by defin-
ing a set of predicates on such element properties. The DOM can change during the app evolution
(D2), and the web element of interest can have some of its element properties changed. In such a
case, the single-locator returns no web element. Contrary, Similo looks separately at each of the
properties (in this article called locator parameters) of each element in the DOM D2 model. It re-
turns all web elements that have a partial match. The core functionality of the approach consists of
finding the web element among a set of candidate web elements (e.g., web elements extracted from
a webpage), which has the most similar locator parameters to the target web element (i.e., desired
capabilities). This is achieved by comparing the locator parameters of the target web element (from
the DOM D1) with the locator parameters of each of the candidate web elements (in the DOM D2).
Each comparison results in a similarity score, a sum of the outcomes of the individual comparisons
multiplied with a weight. The candidate web element with the highest similarity score is returned
as the most similar web element found in the DOM D2.

Figure 3 contains an overview of how locator parameters are compared, weighted, and summa-
rized into a similarity score. A locator parameter can be any feature, visible or non-visible, of the
web element, e.g., text, ID, XPath, size, or location. Each locator parameter from the target web ele-
ment is compared with the corresponding locator parameter in the candidate web element using a
comparison operator. A comparison operator can be any function that can compute the similarity
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of two locator parameter values and return a value between zero and one (or binary zero or one):
zero if there is no similarity between the compared locator parameters (target and candidate), one
when the compared locator parameters are identical, and, if reasonable for the specific operator,
a value between zero and one if there is some degree of similarity between the compared locator
parameters. The outcome from each comparison is multiplied by its weight (representing the relia-
bility across DOM versions of each kind of locator parameter) and summarized into the similarity
score. Weights can be based on experience, be calculated, or be learned from empirical data. A high
similarity score indicates high similarity between the target and candidate web element. When all
candidate web elements have been associated with a similarity score, the candidate web element
with the highest score is selected as the most similar (i.e., best matching locator parameters) web
element.

There are, at least, two ways of realizing the Similo approach. The first is to iterate through all the
candidate web elements, compare each candidate with the target (i.e., using the locator parameters
computed for each web element) to get the similarity score, and remember the candidate with the
highest score, as in Algorithm 1. Another way is to calculate a similarity score for all the candidates
(i.e., by comparing locator parameters) and then sorting all the candidates based on the similarity
score (highest score first), as in Algorithm 2. While the first variant is slightly more efficient (no
need to sort the list of candidates), the second variant will give us not only the most similar web
element (i.e., highest similarity score) but also the runners-up. A ranked list of similar web elements
could be helpful when evaluating or exploring other candidates, e.g., when the most similar web
element is not adequate (e.g., a test raises an error following the interaction with such element).

ALGORITHM 1: Similo finds only the best candidate

Require: targetWebElement
Require: candidateWebElements

mostSimilarWebElement = null
highestSimilarityScore = 0
for all candidateWebElement in candidateWebElements do

similarityScore = calculateSimilarityScore(targetWebElement, candidateWebElement)
if similarityScore > highestSimilarityScore then

mostSimilarWebElement = candidateWebElement
highestSimilarityScore = similarityScore

end if

end for

return mostSimilarWebElement

ALGORITHM 2: Similo finds all candidates and ranks them

Require: targetWebElement
Require: candidateWebElements

rankedCandidates = new List()
for all candidateWebElement in candidateWebElements do

similarityScore = calculateSimilarityScore(targetWebElement, candidateWebElement)
rankedCandidates.add(candidateWebElement, similarityScore)

end for

sortedCandidates = rankedCandidates.sort(highest similarity score first)
return sortedCandidates (highest similarity score first)
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3.1 Selecting Locator Parameters and Comparison Operators for Similo

In the study presented by Leotta et al., all the XPath locators were designed to identify single
web elements uniquely. However, Similo is not restricted to this behavior; locator parameters that
do not identify unique matches can also be used. Hence, the locator parameters selected for the
experiment include absolute XPath that can uniquely identify one web element in a webpage and
the Tag locator that can only locate one unique web element when there is only one web element
with a specific Tag present in the entire webpage.

We selected 14 different locator parameters that could be of value when calculating the similar-
ity score and a corresponding comparison operator to use when comparing the locator parameter
values. The selected locator parameters aim to cover the majority (with a few exceptions explained
below) of commonly used properties from various tools and approaches for web element localiza-
tion and script repair. Selenium WebDriver API [49] contains eight locator types (id, name, class,
tag, link text, partial link text, XPath, and CSS), while Selenium IDE [49] selects the first unique
locator from a prioritized list (id, link text, name, and various XPaths). Test script repair tools
WATER [12] and COLOR [24] used 10 (id, xpath, class, linkText, name, tagname, coord, clickable,
visible, zindex, and hash) and 19 properties, respectively (id, class, name, value, type, tag name,
alt, src, href, size, onclick, height, width, XPath, X-axis, Y-axis, link text, label, and image) when
suggesting a repair for the broken script. WATER and COLOR are further described in Related
Work (Section 8).

Table 1 contains a mapping of locator parameters used by the four approaches to the selection
used by Similo. We decided to use DOM properties only in this study, leaving out the image hash
(respectively called hash in WATER [12] and image in COLOR [24]) created from the pictorial user
interface [3] (i.e., the page rendering produced by the browser) for two reasons: (1) the pictorial
user interface is not present in the DOM and could not be generated by our Javascript function
that extracts locator parameters (as said is generated by the browser and so could show minor dif-
ferences across browsers or even different versions of the same browser); (2) taking a screenshot
of each of the web elements (required for comparing all the possible candidate elements) would
have taken a significant amount of time (a few tenths of a second per screenshot), reducing the
time efficiency of Similo by orders of magnitude. The locator parameters and their corresponding
comparison operators are visualized in Figure 4. We decided to use the Java String method equalsIg-
noreCase (denoted equals) to compare some of the selected locator parameters (e.g., Tag, Id, Name,
and IsButton) since they are only similar when the compared values are identical. While Tag, Id,
and Name are commonly used attributes in a web element, the IsButton parameter (inspired by
the clickable property in WATER and onclick in COLOR) was calculated to the value true or false
based on the attributes Tag, Type, and Class.

View the replication package [48] for details on calculating the value of the IsButton locator
parameter. Texts, links, and XPaths (e.g., Class, HRef, Alt, Absolute XPath, ID relative XPath, and
Visible Text) were compared using Levenshtein distance (normalized and inverted to get the simi-
larity) since they could be similar even if the compared locator parameters are not identical. Visible
Text was constructed by extracting the first non-blank text from the Text, Value, and Placeholder
(in that order) attributes of the web element. We did not include the type and src properties from
COLOR since they are only applicable to some types of elements. We used Euclidean distance (nor-
malized and inverted to get the similarity) for comparing the area and shape of the web elements
since width and height are likely to remain unchanged in between software releases according to
the COLOR study by Kirinuki et al. [24]. Area was calculated by multiplying the width with the
height and shape by dividing the width by the height. We decided to use the Euclidean distance
(normalized and inverted) between the upper and left locations of the compared web elements
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Table 1. Mapping of Locator Parameters

Similo Selenium WebDriver Selenium IDE WATER COLOR

Tag tag - tagname tag name
Class class - class class
Name name name name name
Id id id id id
HRef - - - href
Alt - - - alt
Absolute XPath XPath XPath xpath XPath
ID relative XPath XPath XPath xpath XPath
IsButton - - clickable onclick
Location (x,y) - - coord X-axis + Y-axis
Area (width * height) - - - size
Shape (width / height) - - - -
Visible Text text + partial link text link text linkText link text + label
Neighbor Texts - - - -
- - - hash image
[all visible] - - visible -
[all in front] - - zindex -
- - - - type
- - - - src

Fig. 4. Overview of how to calculate the similarity score between two sets of locator parameters in our
experiment.

since a web element is likely to be close to its original position on the screen (again, based on the
study by Kirinuki et al.). The Location comparison returns one when the web elements have the
same location, zero when the distance exceeds 100 pixels, and a value between zero and one lin-
ear to the difference in distance. Web browsers interpret margins slightly differently, resulting in
different coordinates for the same web element. The value of 100 pixels was chosen based on our
experience with GUI-based test automation to give some flexibility in the browser layout of the
web elements. Neighbor Texts contain a space-separated text of words collected from the visible
text of nearby web elements (including the target or candidate web element). Instead of comparing
Neighbor Texts using Levenshtein distance, we assumed we could get a better result by compar-
ing how many words the compared locator parameters have in common since the words gathered
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from the neighbor texts are unordered (all web elements have a different set of neighbors), making
the Levenshtein distance less useful. For example, web element A has two neighbors with the texts
“OK” and “Cancel,” resulting in the Neighbor Text “OK Cancel.” Web element B has three neigh-
bors: “Cancel,” “Help,” and “OK,” resulting in the Neighbor Text “Cancel Help OK.” Calculating the
similarity using Levenshtein distance results in the value 0.21, while the similarity is 0.66 when
using the word count since two out of three words are present. As an example, 5 common words
out of 10 possible would result in a value of 0.5. We did not include WATER’s visible and zindex
properties since Similo only uses visible web elements. Note that all distance functions have been
normalized (zero to one) and inverted (1 - normalized distance) when calculating the similarity. We
refer to the replication package [48] for further details on implementing the comparison operators
and extracting the locator parameters from the web elements. We want to stress that Similo can
use any selection of locator parameters, comparison operators, and weights and that the choice (il-
lustrated in Figure 4) will impact the results. For this article, we did initial experiments and selected
ones that give generally robust results. Future work should perform more systematic experiments
to understand the effect of these choices.

3.2 Selecting Weights for Similo

We initially assigned all the weights of the 14 locator parameters to the value one. Next, we divided
the locator parameters into two groups. We placed the locator parameters that are (according to
the COLOR study by Kirinuki et al. [24]) more stable (i.e., less likely to break between software
releases) in the first group and the remaining in the second group. The first group contains the
locator parameters Name, Id, Visible Text, and Neighbor Texts since they got the highest weights
(based on a combination of stability and uniqueness) in the COLOR study. The locator parameter
Tag was also added to the first group since it has high stability, according to the COLOR study. All
the other locators’ parameters were placed in the second group. Finally, we added 0.5 to the locator
parameter weights in the first group and removed 0.5 from the locator parameter weights in the
second group. The resulting locator property weights are illustrated in Figure 4. Bold connector
lines represent a weight of 1.5, and the thinner lines represent a weight of 0.5. We realize that
it would likely be possible to attain more optimal locator parameter weights. Still, we assumed a
simple approach (motivated by prior work in the industry) would be sufficient for the experiment
and to evaluate the effectiveness of the Similo approach.

3.3 Example of Calculating a Similarity Score

As an example of how to create a similarity score, five locator parameters extracted from the
History menu button (indicated by a black rectangle) in Figure 2 are listed in Table 2. We note that
the Tag and Text parameters are identical in both website versions. XPath and ID-based XPath
have, however, changed between versions, and the Class parameter was unassigned in the older
version of the website. In this example, we assume using the Levenshtein distance as a comparison
operator for all the locator parameters. We use the normalized version of the Levenshtein distance
(GLD NED2) in this article as defined by Yujian and Bo [58], and the similarity is calculated as the
inverse (1 - distance) of the normalized Levenshtein distance that returns a value between zero
and one. The comparison operator would return one when comparing the newer and older version
of the Tag parameter since they are identical (SPAN). We get the same result when comparing the
Text parameters in both versions since they are also identical (History). Comparing both versions
of the XPath parameter would result in a value between zero and one since the XPaths in both
versions begin and end in the same way, even though they are not identical. The comparison result
is zero when comparing the Class parameters (both versions) since they have nothing in common
(the older version is blank). Assuming that (1) the comparison operator returns the similarity
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Table 2. Locator Parameters in Newer and Older Version of the YouTube.com Website

Newer YouTube.com Version Older YouTube.com Version Simil. Weight

Tag: SPAN SPAN 1 1.5
Text: History History 1 1.5
XPath: /html[1]/body[1]/ytd-

app[1]/div[1]/ytd-mini-
guide-renderer[1]/div[1]/ytd-
mini-guide-entry-
renderer[5]/a[1]/span[1]

/html[1]/body[1]/div[4]/div[4]
/div[1]/div[1]
/div[1]/div[1]/div[1]/ul[1]/li[1]
/div[1]/ul[1]/li[3]
/a[1]/span[1]/span[2]/span[1]

0.41 1

ID-
based
XPath:

id(“content”)/ytd-mini-guide-
renderer[1]/div[1]/ytd-
mini-guide-entry-
renderer[5]/a[1]/span[1]

id(“history-guide-
item”)/a[1]/span[1]/span[2]
/span[1]

0.33 1

Class: title style-scope ytd-mini-guide-
entry-renderer

0 1

specified in the Similarity column and (2) we use the weights from the Weight column in Table 2,
the resulting similarity score, computed between the old target element and a possible candidate
from the new page, would be 3.74, computed as (1 * 1.5 + 1 * 1.5 + 0.41 + 0.33 + 0).

4 EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

This section presents the research design, the research questions, and the research procedure of
the performed empirical study. The first objective of the experiment is to evaluate the difference in
robustness between Similo and the baseline approach by comparing the ratio of located and non-
located web elements in two different releases of the same webpage. We used public webpages for
the experiment where changes to the pages include addition, change, and removal of web element
attributes and web elements. As a secondary objective, we evaluated the efficiency of Similo to
make sure that its performance is viable for practical use.

4.1 Research Questions

The study aims to answer the following research questions:

• RQ1: What is the robustness (measured as the ratio between located and non-located web
elements) of the Similo approach compared to the baseline LML approach?
• RQ2: How well does the Similo approach perform in terms of time efficiency?

The first research question (RQ1) is answered by looking at the ratio of located and non-located
web elements on two different versions of 48 websites (801 web elements in total). We figured that
801 web elements in 48 websites would be enough since a previous study, performed by Leotta
et al., evaluated the LML approach using six websites and a total of 675 web element locators [30].
Similo is more robust than the baseline if Similo can correctly locate more web elements than the
baseline approach. Research question 2 (RQ2) is answered by measuring the execution time of
locating web elements using Similo. The time efficiency of Similo would be acceptable if Similo
could be of practical use for the industry. An order of magnitude lower average execution time (to
locate one web element using Similo) than the expected execution time of a typical test step (as
part of a test case) would likely be sufficient since the gain in robustness would likely outweigh
the loss in time efficiency.
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4.2 Selecting the Baseline Approaches

Our previous literature review revealed several different approaches and algorithms targeting the
problem of robust localization of web elements [39]. You can find more information about some
of the approaches and algorithms in Related Work (Section 8). Two approaches stood out as the
most predominant (i.e., the most robust). The first one was the Multi-Locator approach proposed
by Leotta et al. (LML), and the second one was the ATA approach proposed by Thummalapenta
et al. [54], later refined by Yandrapally et al. [57] (now going by the name ATA-QV).

We decided to compare our proposed approach with LML, but we also planned to use the ATA-
QV [57] algorithm as a baseline in our empirical evaluation since its contextual clues share some
similarities with both the LML approach and our proposed approach. However, the ATA-QV sys-
tem is not openly available1 and not trivial to implement based on the descriptions in the papers
that presented it. For this reason, we contacted the authors of the ATA-QV paper and, with their
helpful guidance, tried to re-implement its core elements. However, when trying our implemen-
tation, we could not prove (due to the lack of an oracle) that our version performed to a level
consistent with the original experiments, and we had to exclude the re-implementation from our
experiments.

4.3 Selecting Single-locators for LML

Leotta et al. used five XPath locators in a previous experiment [30]. The locators were absolute
XPath, relative ID-based XPath, Selenium IDE, Montoto, and Robula+. In consultation with two of
the original authors, also co-authors of this article, we decided to use the same selection of locators
in our experiment.

We decided to use a similar, but not identical, implementation of the XPath locators as the ones
used by Leotta et al. since we intended to automatically generate all the XPath locators using Java
code instead of manually creating them from the browser to reduce some effort. Instead of relying
on the (discontinued) FirePath browser plugin [29], we created the corresponding JavaScript code
for generating both absolute and relative ID-based XPaths. The TypeScript code for ROBULA+,
publicly available online,2 was manually translated into JavaScript code [31]. We created JavaScript
code for generating the XPath locator proposed by Montoto et al. from the pseudocode presented
in their work [36]. Since the algorithm proposed by Montoto et al. is not guaranteed to result in a
unique XPath, we decided to ignore that locator when this instance occurred and instead focus on
the four remaining locators for the LML approach. We constructed the Selenium IDE [50] locator
based on the open-source code publicly available in GitHub [45]. The Javascript source code for
all XPath generators was too large to include in this article (about 400 lines of Javascript code) but
is available in the replication package [48].

4.4 Selecting Websites

Figure 5 visualizes the procedure that we adopted to select websites, website versions, and target
web elements for the experiment, further detailed in this and the following sections.

Alexa.com is a site that ranks websites based on global traffic [42]. The rank is calculated from
unique visitors and page views over the past 3 months. We selected the top-rated websites in
the United States for our experiment to avoid websites that default to a language that we, the

1It is under copyright of a commercial entity and it was not clear if we could get full access to and use the source code
in a reasonable time (or ever). The full implementation is extensive, encompassing more than 10K lines of code, and is no
longer maintained; it is thus questionable if we would be able to compile and execute it without considerable investment
of additional time.
2https://github.com/cyluxx/robula-plus/blob/master/README.md.
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Fig. 5. Selection of websites, website versions, and target web elements. The older version was selected as
the closest version in the archive that was a random number of months, sampled in the range of 12 to
60 months old.

authors, could not fully understand (e.g., Chinese or Russian). The benefit of selecting websites
from Alexa.com is that the top-rated websites are well known and that the selection is unbiased
since we have no control over the ranked websites. Still, they represent commonly used websites
that, most likely, have extensive testing to ensure consistent quality to its many users. Another
benefit of selecting websites with heavy use and traffic is that older versions of these sites are
more likely to be available on archiving sites; see further on this aspect below. We selected the
top 50 websites (publicly listed on Alexa.com without a paid subscription) with two exceptions:
(1) the website Force.com was excluded since the browser forwarded it to the included website
Salesforce.com (both URLs point to the same website), and (2) the website Chaturbate.com was
excluded since the first page warned the visitor about adult content resulting in a total of 48 in-
cluded websites. Chaturbate.com was excluded based on two motivations: (1) the URL did not point
to the actual homepage, and (2) a website with adult content goes against the ethical guidelines
prohibiting adult or discriminating content.

4.5 Selecting Website Versions

To determine the robustness of each approach, two versions of the 48 websites from Alexa’s list
were required for the experiment, i.e., to determine if the web elements in the newer version could
be located using the locator parameters extracted from the web elements in the older version. The
Internet Archive website [46] was used to acquire the versions since it stores previous versions of
a large selection of websites. The later versions of the websites were acquired in December 2020
within a span of a few days, primarily affected by the sampled websites’ availability on the Internet
Archive.

In the previous work by Leotta et al., the time difference between versions of the subject web-
sites was 12 to 60 months and about 36 months on average. We decided to replicate this design
and sampled the older websites using a random number, R, in the interval of 12 to 60 months back-
ward in time for each website. Specifically, we sampled the version of the website available on the
archive site and as close to R months older than the newer version. Versions that were exactly R
months older could not always be acquired since the Internet Archive does not back up the websites
daily.
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4.6 Selecting Target Web Elements

We manually selected target web elements from each of the 48 website homepages that (1) were
possible to perform actions on (e.g., anchors, buttons, menu items, input fields, text fields, check-
boxes, and radio-buttons); (2) can be used for assertions or synchronization (e.g., top-level head-
lines); (3) belong to core functionality of the website homepage; and (4) are present in both versions
of the website homepage. A homepage is, in this context, the start webpage, in a website, loaded
by the browser when using the URL extracted from Alexa.com. Figure 2 shows an example where
target web elements in the newer (to the left) and older (to the right) versions of the YouTube.com
website are indicated with rectangles of the same color. Each rectangle indicates one target web
element. Note that these images were generated manually for the purpose of showing the reader
examples of changes that can occur on a website. Hence, the images are not outputs from Similo,
nor essential to the approach in any way.

We generated an absolute XPath for each target web element in the older and newer versions
of each website. The XPath from the older website version will be used when retrieving the web
element used for generating single-locators and extracting locator parameters for Similo. We will
use the XPath from the newer version as an oracle to verify that the correct web element was
located.

The number of target web elements selected (801 in total) from the 48 websites is listed in Table 3
along with the date of the older and newer website versions and the number of randomly chosen
months between the releases.

Note that the number of selected target web elements ranges between 2 and 45. Some homepages
are very similar between versions, while others are completely redesigned with almost nothing
in common between the older and newer versions. While the Internet Archive provides us with
a convenient way of retrieving and comparing different website versions, a drawback with this
service is that the websites are static (frozen in time). As such, there is no guarantee that the
websites will respond to interaction (e.g., clicking a link) in the same way as a dynamic website (not
frozen in time). To mitigate the risk of issues due to the static behavior, we used only web elements
from the homepage (start page) of each website. This design choice poses a potential threat to our
study since the web elements on the homepage might not contain the complete variety of tags
as the entire website. We created a list of tag names that we expected to find in a good enough
sample of websites to address this threat. The list included the following tags: input, button, select,
a, h1, h2, h3, h4, h5, li, span, div, p, th, tr, td, label, svg. We gathered this list of commonly used tags
from our previous experience of extracting web elements from websites [38]. Next, we extracted
and counted the tag names of all the web elements for each application included in the study. We
discovered that the only tag that is not represented by our sample of applications is the th tag, five
websites use the related td tag, and the tr tag is used by three. One possible explanation for the
lack of th tags might be that the th tag is no longer needed since modern websites use style sheets
when formatting the appearance of tables. As such, we concluded that only 1 out of 18 (5.6%) of the
tags was unrepresented in the sample, which was considered reasonable for continued evaluation.

4.7 Locating Web Elements

Until this step, the preparations were performed manually. Still, this final step, to try to locate all
target web elements in the newer version of the website, was executed automatically using Java
code to improve the accuracy and speed of the experiment. We initially intended to run all the 48
websites at once but decided to execute one website at a time since the Internet Archive website is
slow and unreliable. This design choice makes it possible to rerun a website in case of a browser
timeout.
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Table 3. The Number of Target Web Elements Selected from the Older and
Newer Versions of Each Website

Website Months Older Version Newer Version Target Elements

Adobe.com 28 2018-07-02 2020-11-02 2
Aliexpress.com 44 2017-04-01 2020-12-01 39
Amazon.com 44 2017-04-02 2020-12-01 10
Apple.com 38 2017-10-02 2020-12-01 10
Bestbuy.com 32 2018-04-02 2020-12-01 40
Bing.com 12 2019-12-01 2020-12-01 5
Chase.com 24 2018-12-02 2020-12-02 31
Cnn.com 32 2018-04-02 2020-12-01 16
Craigslist.com 56 2016-03-31 2020-12-02 45
Dropbox.com 12 2019-12-02 2020-12-04 10
Ebay.com 30 2018-06-01 2020-12-02 25
Espn.com 12 2019-12-01 2020-12-02 23
Etsy.com 14 2019-10-02 2020-12-01 13
Facebook.com 49 2016-11-01 2020-12-01 25
Fidelity.com 35 2018-01-02 2020-12-02 19
Foxnews.com 35 2018-01-01 2020-12-01 29
Google.com 28 2018-08-01 2020-12-01 20
Hulu.com 12 2019-12-01 2020-12-02 2
Imdb.com 18 2019-06-02 2020-12-01 12
Indeed.com 60 2015-12-02 2020-12-01 13
Instagram.com 30 2018-06-02 2020-12-02 15
Instructure.com 37 2017-11-01 2020-12-02 2
Intuit.com 20 2019-04-01 2020-12-02 11
Linkedin.com 40 2017-08-02 2020-12-02 4
Live.com 40 2017-08-01 2020-12-01 3
Microsoft.com 54 2016-06-02 2020-12-01 4
Microsoftonline.com 16 2019-08-02 2020-12-01 6
Myshopify.com 59 2016-01-01 2020-12-01 2
Netflix.com 50 2016-10-03 2020-12-01 3
Nytimes.com 24 2018-12-01 2020-12-02 23
Office.com 21 2019-03-01 2020-12-01 12
Okta.com 37 2017-11-02 2020-12-04 10
Paypal.com 17 2019-07-02 2020-12-02 23
Reddit.com 45 2017-03-04 2020-12-01 30
Salesforce.com 22 2019-02-01 2020-12-01 17
Spotify.com 38 2017-10-01 2020-12-01 17
Target.com 42 2017-06-02 2020-12-01 17
Twitch.tv 57 2016-03-01 2020-12-02 5
Twitter.com 41 2017-07-02 2020-12-01 20
Ups.com 41 2017-06-29 2020-11-27 29
Usps.com 36 2017-12-02 2020-12-01 36
Walmart.com 39 2017-09-02 2020-12-01 7
Wellsfargo.com 14 2019-10-02 2020-12-01 35
Wikipedia.org 39 2017-09-01 2020-12-02 39
Yahoo.com 25 2018-11-01 2020-12-02 17
Youtube.com 16 2019-08-01 2020-12-01 8
Zillow.com 40 2017-08-01 2020-12-01 9
Zoom.us 55 2016-05-01 2020-12-02 8
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Fig. 6. The process of locating a candidate web element from the absolute XPath of a target web element.

Figure 6 shows the process of locating a candidate web element, in the newer version of a website,
from the absolute XPath of each target web element, in the older version of the same website.
First, the target web element, in the older version of the website, is located from its absolute XPath
retrieved manually (described in Section 4.6). A collection of five single-locators (absolute XPath,
relative ID-based XPath, Selenium IDE, Montoto, and Robula+) are then created from the identified
target web element. The voting mechanism in LML uses this collection of single-locators. Next,
each single-locator is executed in the newer version of the website, trying to locate the correct
candidate web element. For each single-locator that identifies precisely one candidate web element,
the absolute XPath of the identified candidate web element is compared to the correct absolute
XPath (i.e., the oracle that is the absolute XPath of the web element in the newer version that
actually corresponds to the target web element in the older version of the same website) previously
retrieved in Section 4.6. The theoretical limit version of LML, which we compare to Similo, is
successful (i.e., located) if any of the five single-locators can identify the correct web element.

Fourteen different locator parameters for Similo are also created from the target web element.
The approach and the locator parameters for Similo are described in Sections 3 and 3.1. Similo
compares all 14 locators’ parameters of the target web element with the corresponding locator
parameters in each candidate web element and returns the most similar candidate (the one with
the highest similarity score). As with LML, the XPath of the most similar candidate web element is
compared to the correct absolute XPath to evaluate if the target web element has been (correctly)
located or not.

Table 4 contains a summary of the two possible outcomes after a localization attempt. The
absolute XPath of the candidate web element is compared with the absolute XPath of the correct
target web element (i.e., the oracle) using string comparison. Since a modified web element
in a webpage can result in a slightly altered XPath, even though it is still the same visual
GUI component, we decided to add some tolerance in the string comparison. Two identical
XPaths are, of course, considered a match. We also decided that two XPaths match if only
one element has been added (or removed) at the end of the XPath. In our case, the XPath
“/html[1]/body[1]/main[1]/section[1]/ul[1]/li[1]/a[1]” matches the XPath “/html[1]/body[1]/
main[1]/section[1]/ul[1]/li[1]” but not the XPath
“/html[1]/body[1]/main[1]/section[1]/ul[1].” Using a tolerance in the XPath comparison is not as
reliable as a manual oracle. Still, it is faster and unbiased since the outcome of both approaches is
validated in the same way.

To provide an example that highlights the complexity of the oracle and the choice of our compari-
son strategy, we examined the YouTube logo marked with a blue rectangle in Figure 2 in more detail.
The HTML code from the YouTube logo in both the older and newer version of the YouTube.com
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Table 4. Description of the Localization Result

Localization Result Description

Located The localization approach is able to pick the correct candidate web
element with an XPath matching the oracle.

Non-located The localization approach is unable to find a match among the candi-
date web elements, or it finds a match among the candidate web ele-
ments but the XPath is not matching the oracle.

homepage is listed in Listing 2. Let’s assume that we manually selected the anchor tags (a) in the
older and newer versions as the target web elements. A locator approach that can use information
extracted from the older version of the HTML DOM to locate the anchor in the newer version is
successful in locating the target web element. But is it also correct if the locator approach identi-
fied the “div” element inside the anchor (in the newer version) as the best matching web element?
Such a situation could happen with Similo since the “div” element has many locator parameters
in common with the target anchor that we are trying to locate. We note that the “id” and “class”
attributes share some similarities with the target anchor in the older version. Also, the location,
size, and shape are likely to be very similar. It might be possible for the “div” element to get an even
higher similarity score than the anchor (in the newer version) and it would therefore be selected
as the most similar candidate web element. By simply comparing the Absolute XPaths, the “div”
element would not be correctly located unless we allow some tolerance in the comparison, as in
our selected oracle. The tolerant comparison method was used when comparing an XPath with
the correct XPath (the oracle) for all the single-locators, LML, and Similo.

1 <!-- YouTube logo in the older version of YouTube.com: -->

2 <a class="masthead -logo -renderer yt -uix -sessionlink" id="logo -container" title="YouTube

Home" href="/web /20190802000022... ">

3 <span title="YouTube Home" class="logo masthead -logo -renderer -logo yt-sprite"></span>

4 </a>

6 <!-- YouTube logo in the newer version of YouTube.com: -->

7 <a class="yt -simple -endpoint style -scope ytd -topbar -logo -renderer" id="logo" title="

YouTube Home" href="/web /20201201235946 mp...">

8 <div id="logo -icon -container" class="yt-icon -container style -scope ytd -topbar -logo -

renderer">

9 <svg class="style -scope ytd -topbar -logo -renderer"...</svg>

10 </div>

11 </a>

Listing 2. HTML extracted from the YouTube logo in the older and newer version of YouTube.com.

5 RESULTS

In this section we present the results of the experimental study we conducted by answering the
two research questions.

5.1 RQ1 - Robustness

Table 5 contains the number of located and non-located web elements for all the single-locators,
LML, and Similo. As can be seen from the table, Similo failed to locate 11% of the web elements,
while the theoretical limit variant of LML failed to locate 27% out of 801 target web elements.

Robula+ was the most robust of the single-locators (39% non-located), while absolute XPath
was the least robust (83% non-located). This result correlates well with the results gathered in
the experiment performed by Leotta et al. that also concluded that Robula+ was the most robust
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Table 5. The Total Number of Located and Non-located Web Elements for All Websites

Locator Located Non-located Non-located %

Absolute XPath 136 665 83
Relative ID-based XPath 326 475 59
Selenium IDE 394 407 51
Montoto 422 379 47
Robula+ 490 311 39
LML (theoretical limit) 587 214 27
Similo 710 91 11

Table 6. Comparison of the Locator Values for the Target, the Selected Candidate,
and the Correct Candidate Web Elements

Web Element Tag Visible Text XPath ID-based Path

Target A Home & Garden .../div[4]/div[1]/div[1]/div[2]/div[1]/div[2]/dl[7]/dt[1]/span[1]/a[1] .../div[1]/div[2]/div[1]/div[2]/dl[7]/dt[1]/span[1]/a[1]
Selected candidate A Home Improvement .../div[5]/div[1]/div[2]/div[1]/div[2]/div[1]/div[2]/dl[13]/dt[1]/span[1]/a[1] .../div[2]/div[1]/div[2]/div[1]/div[2]/dl[13]/dt[1]/span[1]/a[1]
Correct candidate A Home .../div[5]/div[1]/div[2]/div[1]/div[2]/div[1]/div[2]/dl[7]/dt[1]/span[1]/a[1] .../div[2]/div[1]/div[2]/div[1]/div[2]/dl[7]/dt[1]/span[1]/a[1]

The locator values were extracted from the Aliexpress.com website.

single-locator and absolute XPath the least robust. The only notable deviation between the studies
was that the Montoto locator was slightly more reliable (47% non-located) than the Selenium IDE
locator (51% non-located) in our experiment. In contrast, the case was the opposite (i.e., Selenium
IDE performed better) in the study performed by Leotta et al. Detailed results per website can be
found in the replication package [48]. Similo performed better (more located web elements than
LML) for 32 of the websites, LML worked better in four cases, and there was a tie when using the
12 remaining websites. LML was only able to locate one additional web element for all the websites
where LML performed better.

5.1.1 Manual Analysis of One Failing Case. To better understand why the Similo approach can,
in some cases, fail to locate the correct web element, we studied a simplified example from the
Aliexpress.com website. Table 6 shows a comparison of the locator parameter values for the target
web element, the selected candidate, and the correct candidate that we chose to use as an example.
We decided to include four locator parameters (Tag, Visible Text, Absolute XPath, and ID-based
XPath), compare all the locator parameters using Levenshtein distance, and use the same weight
for all locator parameters. Note that we truncated the beginning of the Absolute XPath and ID-
based XPath values to save space in the table since the leading path was identical in all cases.

In the simplified example, Similo located the web element on the second row in the table instead
of the third row that is the correct one (according to the oracle). When comparing the XPath, ID-
based XPath, and Text values, we note that none of the selected or correct candidates are identical
to the target web element. The only locator parameter value they all have in common is the Tag
name (the candidates are all anchors).

Table 7 presents the similarity when comparing the locator parameter values using Levenshtein
distance with a weight of one. The Tag locator receives the value one since all the values are
identical. Both the XPath and ID-based XPath values of the target locator parameters are slightly
more similar to the correct candidate (0.91 vs. 0.89). Still, the difference was not big enough to
compensate for the fact that the Levenshtein distance function evaluated that the Visible Text
“Home & Garden” is more similar to “Home Improvement” than to “Home” (0.43 vs. 0.30).

In summary, the candidate selected by Similo got a similarity score of 3.21, while the correct
candidate got only 3.12, resulting in an incorrect match.
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Table 7. The Similarity (between 0 and 100) when Comparing the Target with the Selected and
Correct Web Element Locator Values

Locator Selected Candidate Similarity Correct Candidate Similarity

Tag 1 1
Visible Text 0.43 0.30
XPath 0.89 0.91
ID-based XPath 0.89 0.91
Total similarity 3.21 3.12

Fig. 7. Similarity scores in a scatter plot containing all candidate web elements and the correctly located one
on the Ups.com website.

To study how the distribution of similarity scores differs between candidate web elements, we
picked a random application (Ups.com, using a digital dice). We extracted the calculated similarity
scores between each target element and all the candidates. Figure 7 contains a scatter plot of sim-
ilarity scores when comparing the first of the correctly located targets with all of the candidates.
The scatter plot shows that the similarity score of the correctly located target (7.6) is separated from
the remaining similarity scores (less than 4.7). All the correctly located targets follow the same pat-
tern (clearly separated from the rest) with one exception where two similarity scores were close
but separated from the remaining similarity scores. Next, we analyzed another target element and
picked the first of the incorrectly located targets, visualized in Figure 8. In this case, the correct
candidate web element (according to the human oracle) only got the fifth highest similarity score.
We note that the correct candidate web element was not separated from the remaining candidates.

To summarize, for what concerns research question RQ1, we can say that, for the considered
applications, the adoption of Similo results in a significant reduction (from 27% down to 11%)
of the number of broken locators, which is expected to be associated with a corresponding re-
duction of the maintenance effort required to repair the test scripts using such broken locators.
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Fig. 8. Similarity scores in a scatter plot containing all candidate web elements and the incorrectly located
one on the Ups.com website.

Table 8. The Average Time (in Milliseconds) to Locate a Target among the Candidates on
10 Randomly Selected Websites

Website Locate All Targets (ms) Target Count Candidate Count Time per Target (ms)

Apple.com 27 10 344 2.70
Netflix.com 12 3 157 4.00
Espn.com 110 23 1,066 4.78
Amazon.com 53 10 1,762 5.30
Fidelity.com 55 19 498 2.89
Paypal.com 62 23 192 2.70
Instagram.com 32 15 107 2.13
Reddit.com 225 30 1,223 7.50
Usps.com 170 36 583 4.72
Twitter.com 57 20 68 2.85

5.2 RQ2 - Performance

Table 8 shows the average time to locate all the target web elements among the candidates using
Similo on 10 websites (randomly selected from the 48 included websites using a digital dice). The
performance measurements were clocked on a Windows machine with an AMD Ryzen 9 3900X
processor equipped with 12 cores running 20 simultaneous threads (out of 24) at 3.79 GHz. In
this experiment, we used 20 threads only, leaving some threads available for other tasks, e.g., our
development environment and the operating system, to avoid being interrupted. The “Locate all
targets” column contains the total time (in milliseconds) to locate all the targets among the avail-
able candidates. Time per target is calculated by dividing “Locate all targets” by “Target count.”
We calculated the average time to locate one target web element using Similo to be 4 milliseconds
on this machine (based on all the 48 included websites). As we can see in Table 8, localizing a
target web element typically takes more time when there are more candidate web elements. This
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result is natural since the Similo approach (described in Section 3) compares the target with each
candidate to identify the best match resulting in a longer time to locate a target when there are
more candidates. Note that we have not included standard deviations in Table 8 since the Similo
calculation is performed in memory isolated from other threads or network delays resulting in a
predictable result and, therefore, a negligible standard deviation.

To summarize, with respect to the research question RQ2, we can say that the time required
by Similo for selecting a web element is undoubtedly acceptable (in the order of milliseconds).

6 DISCUSSION

The result that the Similo approach is more robust than the baseline approach is promising since
it indicates that such novel approach can lower the maintenance cost of web-based test automa-
tion by reducing the manual effort to repair broken test automation scripts. The Similo approach
can, for instance, be used as a foundation to create tools and frameworks for web-based test au-
tomation that can execute tests more reliably without sacrificing performance. With a more robust
automated test execution, the human testers could focus on other tasks, e.g., test strategies or ex-
ploratory testing, instead of putting a lot of the effort into script maintenance. Tools or frameworks
that rely on Similo could also aid the human tester by storing and automatically repairing all the
web element locators, thus reducing the manual labor when application changes occur.

The average time to locate one web element in the evaluated websites is roughly 4 milliseconds
using the Similo approach. This search time should be compared to the time for performing GUI
interactions, which for automated GUI tests is typically measured in the order of hundreds of
milliseconds or even seconds. Also, for websites, network latency, etc., can be considerably larger
than on the order of milliseconds. As an example, Mahmud et al. [34] report that in their study,
automated tests are about six times faster to execute compared to a manual tester but that it still
takes about 10 minutes to run a test script with an average size of 45 test steps (13 seconds per
test step in average). Therefore, we do not believe the Similo approach’s performance will be a
limitation for either future academic research or industrial application.

However, no solution comes without drawbacks. In the case of the Similo approach (see Section
3), one possible drawback is that it will always return a matching web element as long as there are
candidates unless a threshold is used that rejects matches with a lower similarity score. Without a
threshold, the Similo approach will return a matching but incorrect web element even if the target
web element is not yet present or available on the webpage. This is a typical case of the synchro-
nization problem that can occur on websites due to latency where parts of the webpage are loaded
faster than other parts. The consequence is that not all elements are available for localization,
increasing the chance of a faulty web element being matched with the target. Hence, using the
Similo approach, a test script could attempt to perform the next action in a scenario on an incorrect
web element instead of waiting for the correct target web element to appear/load. This problem, to
synchronize the test execution with the webpage (or AUT), is also present for the LML approach
and is a well-known challenge present in GUI-based testing in general [8–10, 13, 16, 22, 25, 35].
A possible solution to this challenge is to use a threshold representing the lowest acceptable
similarity score a target web element must have. For example, suppose that the threshold is not
achieved with the current candidate web elements when expected to include a correct match.
In this case, we can draw the likely conclusion that not all web elements have been loaded,
triggering a rerun of the localization. If the rerun fails and the threshold is still not obtained, we
can continue to rerun the search or conclude that no matching elements are available, e.g., due
to website failure. However, this solution presents some additional questions: for instance, how
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many times should the approach search and how much time should it wait between searches? We
cover optimization of weights and other possible enhancements in Section 9.

Regardless, defining a suitable value for the threshold is non-trivial. If the threshold is set too
high, that might eliminate valid matches, and if it is set too low, incorrect matches may be cho-
sen due to the aforementioned synchronization challenge. The challenge is present during test
execution of scripted test sequences, where dynamic waits are appropriate to minimize total test
execution time, and therefore a common challenge that warrants more research.

Despite not resolving all challenges of effectiveness and efficiency, we claim that Similo shows
great potential for improving web-based testing in industrial practice. The approach is currently
implemented in Java and can, with minimal effort, be integrated into existing Java-based Selenium
test suites. A possible solution would be to create a plugin that uses Similo to locate a Selenium
WebElement given a set of locator parameters. Furthermore, the approach is agnostic to the AUT’s
programming language and implementation details, as long as there is an available GUI structure
(e.g., the Android SDK or the Windows accessibility framework). While evaluating Similo on mo-
bile and desktop applications would be interesting for future work, this research focused only on
evaluating the effectiveness and efficiency of Similo on websites.

Similo can be used to improve the robustness of test execution (of websites) by making it tol-
erable to minor changes to the web elements and thereby mitigating locator maintenance costs.
However, this additional robustness also presents an interesting but very relevant challenge. By
increasing the robustness of the localization, the test scripts can identify web elements that have
been, to some extent, or even significantly, modified. This tolerance helps the scripts carry out
their purpose of testing the application on a scenario level of abstraction. However, at the same
time, this makes the scripts less sensitive to unintentional or faulty changes to the web elements
that could, as an example, cause erroneous behaviors when the AUT is fully integrated with other
applications or services. Hence, while Similo provides more robust scenario-based test execution,
from a human perspective, it lowers the script’s capabilities of finding technical issues such as
incorrect tags, IDs, etc. However, this tradeoff is considered acceptable since the purpose of most
scenario-based GUI tests is to test the user scenarios and not the correctness of the GUI’s architec-
ture/implementation.

In summary, Similo utilizes the triangulation of multiple locator information to identify correct
web elements. The approach is shown to be more effective at finding elements than the baseline
solution and efficient enough for practical use. The approach thereby advances baseline but does
not fully solve the problem of perfect element localization. Further research is warranted in the
area, which should also investigate what locator parameters to use and how to weight locators
and set suitable threshold values to evaluate if the approach can mitigate the synchronization
challenge.

7 THREATS TO VALIDITY

Selecting the target web elements to locate in our experiment, i.e., establishing the “ground truth”
for our experiments, is a threat to the internal validity. We tried to minimize this threat by selecting
all the web elements present on both versions of the website homepage that belonged to specified
categories of web elements. However, some of the websites were redesigned or had almost nothing
in common with the older version, resulting in few web elements in common between versions.
We decided to include redesigned websites or websites containing few web elements since that
occurred in public websites and is a realistic scenario. The choice of locator parameters included
in our study is also a possible threat since we used 14 locator parameters with the Similo approach
and only 5 localization algorithms with LML. We, however, consider this to be a realistic scenario
since Similo supports a wide range of locator parameters, while LML only works with locators that
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can identify unique matches. To reduce this threat to the internal validity, for LML, we decided to
use the same selection of locators in our experiment as well as adopted in the paper [30] and in
consultation with the original LML authors (also authors of this work).

The applications and versions selected for the study might also pose a threat to external validity.
We decided to pick the top 48 sites from Alexa.com to reduce this threat since we have no control
over the websites listed on that site. The website versions selected affect the number of failed
localization attempts since a long time between two releases is likely to lead to more changes. We
reduced this threat by selecting the same interval (1 to 5 years) between website versions as Leotta
et al. [30] and picking a random number for each website that specifies the time in months between
versions.

That we only selected web elements from the homepage (the start page) of each of the websites
can also pose a threat since the homepage might not contain the same distribution of web ele-
ments as the entire website. To reduce this threat, we extracted and counted all the web element
tags in all the homepages to check if any of the most commonly used tags were missing in our
sample of homepages. We concluded that only one of the tags was unrepresented and that this
was considered reasonable.

The choice of web element types to extract from the homepages could pose a threat to the
validity of our study. Similo and the LML approaches are, however, agnostic to web element types.
For the approaches, the tag name and the attributes of a web element are just a collection of
parameters that should be compared. Therefore, we argue that this design choice has a minor
impact only on this study’s external validity.

Since the similarity score is highly dependent on the weights chosen for the comparison, illus-
trated in Figure 4, they also affect the results. We decided to compare Similo against the theoretical
limit variant of the LML approach and used only two different weight values (0.5 and 1.5) to miti-
gate this threat, even if we might have gotten an even better result by comparing with the weighted
variant of LML and optimized the weights for Similo. Therefore, we perceive that the experiment
was conducted non-optimally (from the Similo perspective) and, therefore, the results obtained
are underestimations. This conclusion is logical as previous work on weight optimization has pro-
vided better results with optimized weights [24]. This actually highlights the high effectiveness
and potential of the Similo approach.

8 RELATED WORK

Although there are no established proposals, the problem of maintaining and evolving test scripts is
well considered in both industry and academia. In practice, two categories of approaches, opposite
but not mutually exclusive, exist: approaches that apply post-repair techniques when a locator
fails to select the correct locator and others, more preventive, aiming to generate robust locators.

8.1 Automatic Repair of Broken Locators

A category of approaches that shares the same goal of Similo, i.e., reducing the overall test suite
maintenance effort, is the one based on automatic repair of test scripts and in particular of bro-
ken locators. This category has been investigated by various researchers (e.g., [12, 21, 24]) and
the contained approaches are often based on algorithms similar to those used to generate robust
locators.

In this category we found WATER, proposed by Choudhary et al. [12], a tool-based approach able
to repair web application test scripts. The authors of this paper claimed that test scripts mainly
break for three reasons: structural changes (i.e., related to the DOM tree), content changes (i.e.,
attribute or webpage changes), and blind changes (related to server-side changes). The approach
is based on the concept of differential testing, i.e., comparing the execution of the test scripts on
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two different releases: one where test cases fail and one where they pass. Even though WATER is
designed for script repair, the underlying algorithm contains an algorithm used to locate the most
similar web element based on weighted locator parameters. Differently from us, the algorithm only
considers six locator parameters (XPath, coord, clickable, visible, index, and hash), where XPath’s
are compared using Levenshtein distance [47] and the rest of the locator parameters are considered
correct only if their values are (exactly) equal. The similarity check is used when selecting the best
web element among elements identified using id, XPath, class, linkText, or name when there is
more than one candidate.

Another representative of this category is WATERFALL [21], built starting from WATER, but
which improves its idea and effectiveness. The algorithm implemented in WATERFALL is based,
similarly to WATER, on differential testing and uses exactly the same heuristics to execute the
repairs. However, it does take into account the intermediate minor versions occurring between
two major releases of a web application. This modification to the original idea has improved its
effectiveness, as shown by the experiments conducted (209% improvement of the number of correct
repairs being suggested).

Recently, a novel tool, named COLOR, for repairing broken locators has been proposed by Kir-
inuki et al. [24]. The approach considers various properties such as attributes, positions, texts,
and images to propose a repair. From an experiment conducted by the authors it can be seen that
COLOR is more effective w.r.t. complex changes (e.g., page layout changes) than WATER, the state-
of-the-art tool in this context. Results show that COLOR ranks the correct locator with a 77% to
93% accuracy.

Erratum is the name of another recent approach proposed by Brisset et al. [11] that utilizes a
DOM tree matching algorithm to repair broken locators in a website. Their results indicate that
Erratum has a 67% better accuracy of locator repair than WATER.

GUI DifferEntiator (GUIDE) is a non-intrusive, platform- and language-independent tool pro-
posed by Grechanik et al. [17, 56] that can identify changes in the GUI trees of two successive
releases of a web application. Testers can use the tool to identify DOM changes to provide guid-
ance or estimates for test planning and repair.

As already mentioned, Similo does not belong to this category of approaches that carry out the
repair of locators but approaches the same problem in a preventive way.

8.2 Generation of Robust Locators

The problem of generating robust locators is considered mainly in the context of information
retrieval and data mining, for extracting information from semi-structured sources (e.g., XML and
HTML pages). However, the same problem is also relevant in the context of automated browsing of
web applications and in the context of automated E2E testing for web application. In this section,
we limit ourselves to this last context, but the previous ones are also very important and often the
techniques proposed in the testing field have been produced starting from the first ones.

Several algorithms for generating robust locators (we will call it single-locator generation algo-
rithms to differentiate it from the concept of multi-locator) have been proposed in the literature.

Among these algorithms we find that of Montoto et al. [36]. This algorithm generates XPath
change-resilient expressions iteratively, following a bottom-up strategy. It starts from a simple
XPath expression and then extends it by concatenating sub-expressions until a target element is
identified. First, the algorithm tries to identify the target element using text and the value of its
attributes. Then, if the generated XPath is not a unique locator, its ancestors and the value of their
attributes are considered one after the other until the root is reached.

Other algorithms for generating robust XPaths are ROBULA [29] and ROBULA+ [31], proposed
by Leotta et al. The ROBULA+ algorithm [31] (ROBULA was its antecedent) is considered the
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state-of-the-art algorithm for automatically generating robust XPath expressions. The intuition
behind ROBULA+ is simple and effective: to combine XPath properties using ad hoc heuristics in
order to maintain the locators as short as possible and so robust. The algorithm, similarly to the
one proposed by Montoto et al., produces the locators iteratively starting from the most generic
XPath locator that selects all nodes in the DOM tree (//*). Subsequently, it refines the generated
XPath expression until only the element of interest is selected. In such iterative refinement, ROB-
ULA+ applies a set of transformations, according to a set of specialization steps, prioritization, and
blacklisting techniques.

Another approach for increasing the robustness of a locator is to consider not only the attributes
of the target web element but also its neighboring web elements, as proposed by Yandrapally
et al. [57]. Using neighbor information, a web element can be partly or entirely located based on
the attributes of the neighboring web element through an approach similar to triangulation. As an
example, assume that the webpage contains a text field with a label above it. In this case, the text
field can still be located even if it is replaced, given that the label above it can still be identified. The
work by Yandrapally et al. is a suggested enhancement (called ATA-QV) to the technique and tool
proposed by Thummalapenta et al. [54], simply called ATA. ATA is a commercial tool developed
at IBM that aims to improve the robustness of locating web elements compared to using absolute
XPaths by associating web elements with neighboring labels. The idea underlying the tool is that
robustness of the locator can be pursued by relying more on labels (i.e., the visual landmarks)
and less on page structure. When there is more than one web element with the same label, ATA
uses an XPath complemented with additional attributes, such as index or class, and can, in many
cases, relocate web elements even when they moved in the subsequent version or their attributes
changed.

These last two approaches (ATA and ATA-QV) are promising for generating robust locators
because they take advantage of multiple aspects of the representation of the application under test
and eliminate almost entirely the usage of the webpage structure. Although ATA is a promising
approach, differently from Similo, it uses only one locator parameter (a text label) that will only
result in a match when there is one unique label on the webpage and when the label names match
exactly. This drawback can be reduced by using contextual clues, as proposed by Yandrapally
et al., making the localization more tolerant to changes since it might be possible to locate the web
element based on the labels in surrounding web elements.

Recently, some commercial state-of-the-art testing tools, such as Testim3 and Ranorex,4 apply
and use locator generation algorithms based on Artificial Intelligence (AI) to improve robust-
ness. This seems to be the new frontier in the context of E2E testing of web applications and the
results are promising, as evidenced also by some recently proposed academic papers (SIDEREAL
tool [28] and the algorithm proposed by Nguyen et al. [40]). SIDEREAL [28] is a statistical
adaptive algorithm able to learn the potential fragility of HTML properties from previous versions
of the application under test and thus produce robust locators specific to a given web application.
SIDEREAL, based on the property of adaptivity that distinguishes it, outperforms ROBULA+’s
heuristics in terms of robustness. The other recent generation algorithm has been proposed by
Nguyen et al. [40] and is based on a combination of two methods: a new XPath construction
method and a rule-based selection method of the “best XPath” for a target element. The former
method uses the semantic structure of a webpage as a starting point to build neighbor-based
XPaths. Similarly to ATA, it also relies on textual presentation that is visible to users.

3https://www.testim.io/blog/why-testim/.
4https://www.ranorex.com/blog/machine-trained-algorithm/.
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Similo is inspired by these related works, combining several technical solutions to improve lo-
cator robustness. In common with the LML approach, Similo tries to take advantage of multiple
sources of information instead of just one as single-locator algorithms. Unique to the Similo ap-
proach is that it collects locator parameters from all visible web elements on a webpage before
making any comparisons. This information allows neighboring web element information to be
used similarly to the the approach proposed by Yandrapally et al. Additionally, our approach al-
lows all locator parameters to be compared, weighted, and tallied into a combined similarity score
for each web element compared against all candidate web elements to find the best suitable match.
Our approach also enables using a threshold value to filter how similar candidate web elements
have to be considered a match. In contrast, for instance, the LML approach returns a set of candi-
date web elements that could all match the target web element. However, since the LML approach
does not provide any additional information (other than the locator weight), it’s more challenging
to determine which of the candidates is the most probable match.

9 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Test script fragility, caused by unreliable localization of web elements, is one of the dominant chal-
lenges in GUI test automation [52]. We propose a novel approach, Similo, that identifies the web
element, from a set of candidate web elements, with the highest similarity to the locator param-
eters of the target web element. We compared the robustness and performance of Similo against
the baseline approach, identified in the multi-locator presented by Leotta et al. [30]. Experimental
results show that Similo only failed to correctly locate 91 out of a set of 801 web elements, while
the baseline approach was unable to locate 214 of the web elements from the same set. The time
needed to locate one web element was roughly 4 ms for Similo and should not be a major per-
formance problem when executing GUI-based test scripts since the time to perform a test case is
typically measured in the order of seconds.

A benefit of the Similo approach is that we can use any locator parameters regardless of whether
the locator is able to uniquely identify a web element or not. We used 14 locator parameters in this
experiment, but we might have gotten an even better result with a more extensive set of locator
parameters. However, more research is needed to identify the locator parameters that give the best
contribution to the robustness.

The locator parameters, comparison operators, and weights (here referred to as properties) se-
lected for the empirical study are all merely initial selections and values. We emphasize that we
do not claim the properties to be optimal for any website. While the experiment shows that the
properties selected resulted in fewer failed localization attempts, that does not mean that we can-
not find an even better set of properties. A more optimized set of properties would perhaps result
in fewer failed localization attempts and a higher margin between the best matching web element
and the second best, making the Similo approach even more robust. In future research, we aim to
optimize the properties used in this study to improve the Similo approach results. This research
includes looking at the possibility of dynamically adjusted weights and comparison methods us-
ing feedback-based optimization. Such techniques are considered suitable since the optimization
of this problem is perceived to be context dependent; i.e., the best combination of properties may
be unique to each application.

In this article, we have deliberately ignored the problem that it takes some time to transition
from one application state to another after performing an action (e.g., a mouse click). The test
execution needs to wait for the next application state to avoid the potential risk of fetching the
candidate web elements before they are all available. Failing to fetch the complete set of candidate
web elements might cause a script that relies on the Similo approach to fail if the correct web
element is not present among the candidate web elements.
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In conclusion, Similo, inspired by previous works, has been shown in this study to provide
more robust web element localization with perceived suitable execution time to make the solution
applicable in practice. Additionally, several possible improvements to the approach are discussed,
and we outline future research based on these ideas. Hence, future research is warranted in this
area to continue to address the fundamental challenges with GUI testing regarding robust web
element localization and synchronization. In this study, the focus has been on websites only. Still,
we see no reason that Similo cannot be used on any application with a GUI (e.g., desktop or mobile
apps), not just websites, where locator parameters can be extracted from GUI widgets and used
for localization.
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